Whether new to teaching or an experienced educator, the series provides opportunities for expanding and practicing skills, networking, and fun! This series is made for anyone who teaches whether in the classroom, online, in care teams, or leading professional development sessions. The schedule includes current topics in teaching and learning, while also modeling and exposing attendees to different kinds of delivery and teaching methods.

All in person sessions are scheduled from 12:00 to 12:50 PM and located in BioEngineering Room 112.

- **Getting Ready to Teach (in person)**
  Set the stage for your teaching by developing your teaching philosophy, understanding your learners, and creating learning outcomes utilizing educational theory that challenge your learners.
  **Date:** Tuesday, October 1

- **Designing Content for All (online)**
  Learn how to develop content to reach all of your learners utilizing a framework that improves and optimizes teaching and learning for all people based of scientific insights into how humans learn.
  **Date range to complete online module:** October 11-18

- **Teaching Methods and Techniques (in person)**
  Discover various innovative and validated teaching methods and techniques to deliver content effectively, so students will be excited to learn and don’t rely on rote learning.
  **Date:** Tuesday, October 29

- **Social Learning (online)**
  Create an environment that fosters the interaction of learners to work toward a common goal and support each other’s learning through discovery and research.
  **Date range to complete online module:** November 11-15

- **Alternative Assessments (in person)**
  Be creative in your assessments of learning by utilizing alternative techniques and technology that can support application of knowledge outside of a learning environment.
  **Date:** Tuesday, November 26

- **Innovative Teacher Panel (in person)**
  Come have fun and hear about innovative teaching ideas from colleagues!
  **Date:** Tuesday, December 10

**Contact:** Mary Mauldin, EdD, mauldinm@musc.edu, 843-876-5040